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1.  Introduction 

•  Baryon states involving heavy quarks (charm or beauty) 

attracted much attention in the decade.                            

*
   ,  ),5920(   ),5912(  ),2625(  ,)2595( ccbbcc P 

Multiqark states, hybrids, or hadronic molecules have been 

suggested in lots of work. 
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•  states  excited  on sexperiment The b

[LHCb,  PRL109(2012)172003] 

[CDF,  PRD88(2013)071101] 
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n.interactio  the  from

  generated  ydynamicall  statesfor    look  channels,  coupledtheir  

  withtogether     states,    ,  of  ninteractio  the  examine  we

 approach,  gauge  hidden  local  extended  the  of  dynamics  the  With
* NBNB

In this work: 

ones.  exp.  the  to  close  masses  with  generated  are  states  excited    Two b

made.  are  sectors  spin  and  isospinother  for    sPrediction
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2.  The Local Hidden Gauge Formalism 

.different with sectors 7 in 1

,0 with sscattering  and Consider 
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baryon.   ,vector   ,arpseudoscal  BVP
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(J=1/2, 3/2 degeneracy) 
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(Weinberg-Tomozawa interaction) 

In the local hidden gauge appoach in SU(3), the meson-baryon 

interaction proceeds via the exchange of vector mesons. 

The heavy quarks of the meson or the baryon act as spectators. 

The interaction does not depend on their spin nor their flavor. 8 
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The lowest order Lagrangian: 

In coupled channels we will use the Bethe-Salpeter equation: 

In the cutoff regularization, 

parameter. freeonly   themomentum,- three theof cutoff  themax—q



The transition potential from channel i to channel j is given by 

V is the potential which is obtained from the lowest order chiral 

Lagrangian for meson-baryon interaction. 

 evaluated. been have tscoefficien  The ijC

[Oset and Ramos, NPA635(1998)99] 

[Sarkar, Oset and Vacas, NPA750(2005)294] 

10 
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 ]3.6218[  ],3.6167[  ],8.5951[ b NBb  

).5920(or  )5912( as qualify can found states the ofNeither bb 

:    .13 PBPB

3.  Preliminary results with J=1/2, 3/2 degeneracy 

(Sector A) 
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:    .23 VBVB   ],6638.9 [    ],6588.9 [   ],6402.1 [   , ]6264.1 [ bb

*   bNB

.2/3,2/1 with states degenerate twoget  We

t.independen spin is ninteractio the approach gauge hidden local the Within
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4. Breaking the J=1/2, 3/2 degeneracy and the results 

[Garzon, EPJA48(2012)5;    

Oset, J.Mod. Phys. E21(2012)1230011; 

 Khemchandani, PRD84(2011)094018;  

                             PRD83(2011)114041.] 

B.Sector  andA Sector both in   and  of statesMix *NBNB

:n transitio Consider *NBNB 

. transionfor  rmcontact teRuderman -Kroll  theof Diagrams  6. Fig. *NBNB 

     Kroll-Ruderman term  

 +   pion exchang term 

.0in   transion for the diagrams exchangePion   4. Fig. *  INBNB

,Lagrangian by thegiven  is vertex  The VP
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:diagramsbox   from onContributi
*

NBNBNB     

Eq. BS in the  potential  the to Add VV



:diagramsbox   from onContributi
**
NBNBNB     

For J=3/2 case, the KR term does not contribute. 

15 
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The splitting of energies between the J=1/2, 3/2 levels is about 10 MeV, rather 

independent of the cutoff used. 
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Summary of the results 
MeV 776max q
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5.  Summary 

one. heavy the tosector  quarklight  the from edextrapolat

 approach, gauge hidden local the in dynamics using

 channels coupled its with states  and  of ninteractio the study We
*
NBNB

diagram).(box  exchange pion through done is states  and  the of mixing The VBPB

isospin. and spin of statesdifferent  inmatrix  scattering the of polesfor  search We

 

 rigin. theat  function wavetheir  withtogether 

 evaluated, are channelsdifferent  the to states the of couplings The

PB.VB of ninteractio the from generated ydynamicall are )5920( and )5912(  bb

The splitting of energies between the J=1/2, 3/2 levels is about 10 MeV, rather 

independent of the cutoff used. 

predicted. are states  and  Some bb 



Thanks for your attention! 


